Introduction from Dai
It is very common to think that whatever we find out
nowadays such as new innovations, ideas or issues ‒ that
they are new discoveries, but there are thousands of things
which were dealt in the olden days already. After talking
with Allan many times, I found out what I am dealing with
today is exactly what he was dealing with in yesteryear.
Allan also had a vision of a log building school as non-proﬁt
organization open to everyone who wishes to learn these
skills. And this is today the basic concept of what we hope
will be the solid core to sustain the educational process for
the next century.
Now, I feel it is very important to share the story and idea

Find out
how
the legacy started
and
where it is going.

of what Allan and other people involved did in the past, to
establish a school in Prince George, so people understand
more about what we are trying to establish.

A conversation with B. Allan Mackie, Dai Yoshito Ona, Nadina Mackie Jackson and Mary

(Dai): Allan, I know many people have asked you a lot of
different questions. I also asked you so many questions
and I had a very good time hearing what you said. Maybe
we should do this one more time. I would like to know
more about what you did before you start working with
logs and how you came up with the idea of establishing a
log building school.
(Allan) To start to see that time, you have to consider
that the world was a very different place in many ways
when I was a boy.
(Allanʼs daughter, Nadina) How about start from a day in
your life when you were 10 years old.

(Allan) When I was 10 years old,
the Dirty Thirties ‒ the Great
Depression ‒ was well under
way and the full impact of that
was part of the way of life. There
was no money but the year still
had four seasons and each had
an effect in Saskatchewan where
I was born and raised.
In spring the melting snow
poured down the hills, time to
plant the garden, the sloughs
were full of ducks and we could
catch fish in the rivers and it
was time to plant the ﬁelds.
In summer we watched the grain grow and watched the

(Allan) Getting to school was not a problem for us

sky for rain or wind or whatever it might bring. School

because the school was just across a small field and

would be out with the annual 'sports day' events and

in plain sight of the house. For this reason I had the

ice cream and the free time to wander the woodland,

honour of starting the ﬁre in the basement furnace of

swamps and go swimming as well as a hundred other

the school, early each school morning.

things.
(Nadina) That sounds great. How about school?

I would walk across the ﬁeld through the drifted snow
with an armful of kindling wrapped in newspaper.
Others were not so lucky
and some had to walk or
ride horseback for two
miles. Two miles is a long
way when it is -50F.
Lunch was always
home-made sandwiches
with our own sliced beef,
pork or chicken inside.
The butter was churned
in the kitchen and the
flour for the bread was
made from wheat grown
on the farm.

(Nadina) Were people more aware
of nature? How did they show their
awareness? Were they careful? Or less
aware?
(Allan) People were aware of nature in
a different way. The word 'environment'
was not used and there was no
consideration for the effect of burning
oil or gasoline or anything else.
Nature, trees, animals, fish, air, water
were all there to be used in any way or
amount that suited anyone. The only
limitation was opportunity. There was
little money in the early 1930's and
that was the only limiting factor.

(Nadina) Who showed you how to run a chainsaw?

(Allan) This was just part of the landscape - we had

(Allan) I learned about cutting wood long before there

buildings and were always contemplating more and

were chainsaws. We still had a lot of standing trees on

discussing how they were to be built, what purpose they

the homestead when I was about 10 years old and the

might serve, cost and how to use local material to lower

last of the 480 acres were not cleared of trees ‒ mostly

the costs. As well, there were many people populating

poplar trees -- until much later. I started with an axe

the countryside then, before 'factory farms' and often

and a crosscut saw. This taught us how to fall and buck

these neighbours had different national traditions in

timber, then later on, the chainsaw just became another

building so these styles were added to the mix.

tool. My ﬁrst one was an IEL model RA, circa 1953, This
felled timber, did carpentry, built houses, fought fire
and was the "marvelous toy." I still have
it.
(Nadina) who showed you how to take a
tractor apart? Did you ﬁgure it yourself?
Did you ever get in trouble for taking
things apart? What other machines did
you work on?
(Allan) My father showed me how to be
a mechanic. First because I stood around
and watched every available minute
as he was lying under some tractor or
mower or other machine. Hereʼs a vivid
childhood memory. We had a mean

rooster that used to chase me around the farmyard

with his parents and siblings, who soon moved along

when I was 4 or 5; I was terriﬁed of this animal. One day

to Victoria BC, leaving Dad to learn farming as best

it chased me (screaming)

he could, with advice from

past my father who was

neighbours.

lying under the tractor.

My brothers and

He caught the rooster as

I hung around him at all

I ran past and imprisoned

times, looked, listened to

the fowl under his leg as

the discussions, tagged

he continued his work. I

along and argued/discussed

returned with my brothers

everything among ourselves.

as reinforcements, we

A little later we would be

took the rooster and

allowed to do something and

buried him in the manure

to screw up was unheard

pile by the barn for the

of - too painful. We had

day. I think he was cured

great big gentle and totally

of his aggressive streak.

wonderful horses. They had
amazing patience and did

(Nadina) Who showed

not panic no matter what

you how to put a harness

happened. We rode them,

on a work horse? Who

harness and all, from the

showed you how to drive a tractor? Was there anyone

ﬁeld to the water trough where they consumed gallons

really good at it who was kind to you? Was anyone

of cool water. One of them, Barney, I think, learned

mean to you?

to operate the handle of
the pump. There was May

(Allan)We were not shown

and Lil, the brood mares,

how to do anything as

Barney, Rufus, Dan, Fawn,

such. I had two sisters

Henry and others. My horse

and two brothers. The

was Herby, a smaller, tough

sisters seemed to stay

cow pony which we rode

indoors helping Mother.

full tilt through the timber.

The brothers (one older

He died when I was away in

than I, one younger) were

the army.

always outdoors near our
Dad.

Gasoline was $0.25
for an imperial gallon then.

My Dad was ﬁrst

Career opportunities were

and foremost a musician

automatic, with World War

whose only musical outlet

II, by the time I graduated

was as organist in the

from high school. Boys

village church. One of

went straight into the army.

my jobs was to pump the

Or, in my case, into the

church organ for him. So I heard a lot of music. My

Royal Canadian Air Force. I wanted to be a pilot. But

father had arrived from England at the age of 16

the end of WWII was in sight, and pilots were no longer

being trained, as it took too long. So I transferred into

opportunities were everywhere. Necessity is not the

the Canadian Army First Parachute Battalion. I was

mother of invention, opportunity is the mother of

fully trained and on my way to the Paciﬁc when WWII

invention and diversity is the child. I went everywhere

ended.

and did everything that had an appeal.

I was 22

After that, I went to university (U.B.C.) but

years old, self conﬁdent (perhaps overly so) and eager

so did thousands of other veterans. Conditions were

to get involved in whatever was touted as the 'going'

overcrowded, hectic, and frankly seemed irrelevant.

thing. I did logging, road building, sawmilling, truck

Also, I had no money. So I dropped out ‒ and went

driving, building contracting, cowboying, log sorting

logging, returning to U.B.C. many years later to qualify

and booming, mechanic and boatbuilding - to name a

for a teaching certiﬁcate.

few jobs.

After a few years, restrictions

were being put in place by governments at all levels and
(Nadina) What did you study at university?

building codes were not the only thing to get attention.
First, when there were no restrictions, I offered

(Allan)First year university was a general course and

to teach log building construction as an Adult Education

I stayed only from Dec. to

session for the Prince

March. I returned to U.B.C.

George School District and

much later, and did a B. ed.

they agreed, as long as a
dozen applicants showed

( N a d i n a ) W h ere did you

up. My wife and I knew

go logging? How were you

how enthusiastic people

paid? What chainsaw did you

were about log homes,

use? Did you like it? How

because we were trying

long did you do it?

to buy property in Prince
George so we could build

(Allan)My first logging job

our own home, as we had

was on Vancouver Island as a

done as newlyweds at

tree planter. After that I went

Southbank, and later on

through just about every

the Silloep Hills ranch near

job required by the logging

Houston, B.C.

industry. How much you

placed on me by the college

Restrictions

could do in a day was the measure and little care was

I was teaching for and also the obvious opportunity

taken of the land, the trees or anything else everyone

presenting itself, prompted me to start my own school

thought there was enough of everything to last forever.

for log building.

Trees were felled with a crosscut saw - a 'Swede ﬁddle'

Yes, I think many building practices were

- skidding was by horse in the interior of BC or by

developed to get around the restrictions. For this I

donkey engine on the coast. Tractors and skidders were

was well qualiﬁed. I had extensive logging experience,

not yet in use. Early chainsaws were dreadful things

building experience, teaching experience and

and I used a fiddle or an axe until 1952/3. The first

administrative experience and I had an eager audience.

chainsaw I used to fall timber was a blue IEL, I would

It went like wildﬁre. It is still going and the “diversity

often put it aside and use the crosscut if I was in a

children” generated by that experience are well, strong

hurry. The Fifties and Sixties was a good time. Jobs and

and taking their place in the new, environmentally
kinder world we see today.

Here is something added from Mary Mackieʼs memories of that time
as Allan is father of log building, she is the mother of log building
In this case, the pressure of work soon made it clear to
Allan that he couldn't do everything. But he did retain a
heavy workload: fulltime college instructor, 3 evenings
a week teaching night school, building ONE log house
for others (the Morley New family, Prince George),
building our own log house, and writing a book.
So out of the choices we made in this moment, arose
the ﬁrst hint of what would become the B. Allan Mackie
School of Log Building as well as Log House Publishing
Company Ltd. Why? Because the demand was so great,
and the available options for people were so limited,
we were pushed to ﬁnd new ways of teaching more and
more students.
Allan left University of B.C., and I left Simon Fraser
University, in 1970 and -- looking for work -- found

The Adult Education sessions for Prince George School

Allan's job on the teaching staff of the College of

District came first. The first course was immediately

New Caledonia, a Vocational school in Prince George.

over-subscribed, so that Allan split the students up

We rented an apartment in town, so that Nadina &

into 3 groups, which meant that he was teaching 3

Keith could start school again after transferring from

nights a week. He felt that they needed real, outdoor

Vancouver. But almost immediately, we began to search

training too, so before long, he was taking them out to

for land, telling each Real Estate agent we were looking

the woods ‒ we had acquired 10 acres in the woods for

for timbered rural land so we could build a log home. In

our family home -- where they built small structures.

each case, the agent forgot our needs and locked onto

Instead of meeting the demand, Allan's efforts seemed

the fact that Allan knew how to build with logs. They

only to stimulate the demand.

were so interested in that!
But Allan couldnʼt possibly ﬁnd enough time to teach
at the College of New Caledonia, build our own new
house, and build all the houses other people were
asking for. So thatʼs where the idea came up: to
combine his newly-earned teaching skills to his log
building skills, and offer an Adult Education course
(Night School) to people who could then build log
homes for themselves. The "do-it-yourself" movement
was very much in the fashion of the 1970s. And
from this simple suggestion, all the other surprising
innovations developed.

Then Allan persuaded the Board of Governors at

His ﬁles and invoices, etc., he kept in his pick-up truck.

the College of New Caledonia to offer full-time

Some faculty members complained about chain saw

log construction training as part of the Vocational

noise, and so the next log building project was promised

curriculum of C.N.C. This had never been done before,

to Allanʼs class as the new Facuty of Log Construction

either, and because of a far-sighted Principal, Fred

building. That would have been such a smart move, if

Speckeen, Allan's proposal was accepted and he was

CNC had followed through on it.

showcased as the star performer of CNC's innovative
programmes. Fred said that Allan's work had put

Building logs were a major problem. Logs should have

CNC on the map, and sent him to Quebec City, on

been easily obtained from CNC's own forest 22 miles

one occasion, to represent CNC at a national college

out of town (where Allan had previously taught logging

conference.

methods). But somewhere between CNC administration
and BC Forest Service, it was decided that only partial

Allan also created a major breakthrough by bringing

loads of logs could be delivered to Allan's downtown

Canada Mortgage & Housing Corp on-side, to supply

class; and even that required a lot of paperwork for

mortgage funding for a good log home

each truckload. The paperwork had to flow between

because, believe it or not, people believed

CNC administration and BCFS within a specified time

that only cabins were built of logs and

limit, so that sometimes time ran out and the paperwork

these had to be tucked away in the woods.

process had to be started all over again. When even
the 1/2 load of logs couldn't be delivered, it added to

The lovely home at 498 Kerry
Street, Prince George, was

Allan's work and
to teach the

made it more difﬁcult for him
course.

designed by Allan to show log
construction as a 20th century

Then there was a

product, easily taking its place

final problem which proved to

within city limits. It was built

be insurmountable. Up to this

by his students as their project

point, I had taken care of all the mail

for the first 8-month College

coming to our home address for B. Allan

class in log construction. The

Mackie, author of the increasingly well-known

house was later sold, so that

book, Building With Logs. When people asked if

CNC recouped its costs. These

they could join in one of Allan's classes, I had been

were giant steps in the evolution

turning the requests over to CNC's admissions

of modern log home construction,

registrar, not realizing that the Registrar at

made possible by a far-sighted

CNC was simply writing a nice letter to every

College principal who encouraged

applicant who didn't live near CNC, refusing

innovation.

them entry because CNC was a "regional" college. It had
no mandate to open its doors to the world. CNC was

The College administration wasn't as avant garde as

turning people away in droves. This didn't sit right with

Fred, however, and they showed their power in some

either Allan or me.

disruptive ways. For one thing, there had never been
an office for Allan. He had to place his phone calls to

First, I must explain how that school year ended. Year

suppliers (these were the days before cellular phones)

#1 had ended with Allan pretty much exhausted, but

from pay phones or by using other peopleʼs telephones.

well pleased by the Kerry Street house which, to this

day, is a symbol of what can be done with
logs. It began the breakdown of the “cabin
concept,” which had to be done if the skills
were to reach their full potential.
Year #2 was difﬁcult for different reasons.
With a superhuman effort, Allan brought
another group of 20 vocational students
through an 8-month course. The logwork
of an interesting log house was complete.
Now: where would it be assembled, to fulﬁll
its promise of becoming Allan's Faculty of
Log Construction?
I should also add here, that CNC had hired
somebody who built an unattractive square
log building which was given a choice
position near the main entrance to CNC.
This building became the Student Lounge.
To Allan's discomfort, most people assumed
he had built it. It really was a slap in the
face, no question.

And there wasn't much time to think about it, either. Of
course, I stopped giving student applications to CNC,

So what happened to the beautiful building Allan's class

but even so, throngs of applicants from all over North

had made in Year #2 as a Log Construction Faculty

America found CNC and their applications overwhelmed

ofﬁce?

them. They continued to reject every applicant except
locals.

At the end of that school year, he was told that it would
NOT become his Faculty building, that it would NOT

Everyone knows that students in other disciplines

be staying on campus or even in the CNC forest, but

will travel all over the world to a college or university

that it would be given to a member of the CNC Board

offering the best teaching. CNC in my opinion lost

of Governors. It was trucked almost to Vanderhoof,

a wonderful chance to provide that ready-made

up a side-road, and re-assembled there amongst the

opportunity

poplar trees. I visited the site years later and saw that

With Allan, a Faculty of Log Construction, and a heavy

the building had never been finished. It was sitting --

rush of applications. We never understood why they let

logwork only -- where it had been left -- no roof -- the

that opportunity slip away.

whole thing turning black. It was unbelievable that
nobody had valued that lovely building. It was another

Allan tried valiantly to continue with CNC but he also

slap in the face. Why CNC felt it had to treat their star

felt a responsibility toward the throngs of people

instructor this way, we never found out.

arriving in Prince George to enroll in his course after
reading his book.

A decisive turning point came in 1977 when an

There had to be a way to fan the healthy ﬂames of so

excellent photo-magazine called "Canadian Homes" did

much positive enthusiasm. So we signed them up.

a cover story on Allan and his log building phenomenon.
It was a very good story, with big colour photos. Thatʼs

And Allan began to teach these students (after his full

when the subject exploded over us …

day of teaching at CNC) at our own home (which never
got completely finished!) in the woods, by hiring men

I remember the editor, Harris Mitchell, phoning me from

he had trained to do the instruction, and then teaching

Toronto the day before the story hit the newsstands. He

them himself for another hour or two each weekday

said, "Canadian Homes goes into 4 million homes. What

after he got home, and of course all weekend.

will you do if even 1% of those readers wants to buy

Iʼm only telling this story ‒ some parts of which bring

Allan's book? Or if

back unhappy

they want to take one

memories -- to

of Allan's courses?"

explain why we

Not knowing what

established a

else to say -- but

B. Allan Mackie

knowing that CNC

School of Log

would turn people

Buiding, and

away -- I said, "I have

how we did it.

enough books. As

It would never

for students … well,

have happened

we'll teach them in

without each of

our own back yard,

these problems,

if we have to." It just

and each of

popped out of my

the solutions. I

mouth. What else

must also say

could I say?

that I do not
regret having

And that's really what

created the

happened. People

Mackie School;

ordered books by the

on the contrary,

100s, on a daily basis. People did want to take Allan's

it is probably the most solid, productive work Iʼve done

courses -- 100s of them. They were coming from all

in my lifetime. But it sure wasnʼt easy.

across Canada, the U.S.A., and beyond. CNC would take
only 20 per year, and only if the applicants lived locally.

Before long, the low-down politics at CNC intensified,
even while the applications to attend Allan's courses

You had to see the look of happy anticipation slowly

continued to increase.

change to devastation, when people found that they
couldnʼt walk straight into Allanʼs class. It upset us,

So one day, Allan resigned from the Faculty of CNC and

too, as these people were ready and eager to do a good

took over full-time teaching at what Ed Campbell had

thing: to build their own homes, as free of debt as

named the B. Allan Mackie School of Log Building ‒

possible.

which sounded so right, from the moment it was tossed
off in conversation at our kitchen table, that we never

looked for any other name.

The “Flying Instructor” sessions were another
innovation, taking the lessons out to any group,

That's really when the school got started on our 10-acre

anywhere, by invitation. And the Canadian Log

block of land. Those were "the Seventies", when many

Buildersʼ Association (now the I.L.B.A.) started there,

of the great dreams of "the Sixties" were being taken

as a source of strength and support for the men and

seriously, acted upon, creating a booming economic

women who began to take up the front-line roles in this

decade.

work. As well, teacher training was started early, to
ensure that everyone, everywhere could attend locally-

To go back a bit to those first Adult Ed. session with

organized log construction classes. Ethics as well as

Allan … I attended each session. Yes, each session, 3

Log Building Standards started there. It was a great

nights a week for 8 weeks … and many thereafter. I did

beginning.

so, not because I had to, and not because I wanted to
build with logs, but because I saw an excellent teacher
in action. And thatʼs a great thing to see. So I knew that
when Allan is confident of his subject -- as he is with
log building construction -- he is an excellent teacher.
Politics? No. Building? Yes. And this prepared me for
the primary role I would soon take, in launching Log

[End of Maryʼs memories of the beginning of the Mackie

House Publishing Company Ltd., another aspect of the

School.]

work of answering the publicʼs need to know about log
building construction.

(Allan) Let's change the subject for while. Dai, why you
are trying to get ILBA to take over the school?
(Dai) I am not comfortable with the idea of selling me.
(Nadina) Does this mean that you donʼt want to have a
BAM school?
(Dai) Looking after BAM is honor for me. I would like
to be part of this forever, this is my honest opinion. But
I am also afraid that I may limit the possibility of this
school. BAM is a legacy and this should look after like
legacy. I want the school to champion the builder, not
me. I will be the harmless icon.
I have been presenting the idea of BAM school

Introducing how the school and ILBA established, I feel

integrating with ILBA. Just like what I thought, I may

it gives much better idea what BAM has been trying to

limit the possibility of BAM, I don't think board of

do. Nothing has been changed, same as 30 years ago.

director can make decision on this proposal. I feel this

I have great respect for continuing same thing over

is one of big decision and all the member should know

and over, but I also feel that the concept needs to be

what we are talking about.

reviewed as todayʼs stage of industry has been changed.

I also think Allan and ILBA need to communicate more

(Allan) I take it for granted that there is a need, itʼs just

to understand each other. We are all talking about the

that we must consider how that need is applied.

same thing but in different approach.
(Dai) Iam getting inquiry a lot and got call today for the
course and e-mail also. Two
Korean came for the course at
Okanagan University of College
but they did not have enough
student so the course was
cancelled. These two Koreans
are so disappointed and OUC
is looking for alternative.
Mary wrote very well
explained story what happened
at beginning of BAM. There is
more demand in this school
than people imagine. Same as
beginning, it is still demanded
from all over the world.

(Allan) We have been
running courses since
you said that.
(Dai) Yes Allan. I feel
very sorry that all
the building we built
spread out to other
place. If I had more
money I would have
kept all and finished
them all, just like the
school in Japan. It is
very hard to explain
to people how strong
that place shows these
Allan, how many countries have you visited as a Flying
Instructor, teaching courses for people in their own
regions? All over North America, Japan, Korea, New
Zealand, Germany, Romania, Denmark, Sweden …
A lot of people are taking these classes not only how to
learn about log building, but also because log building
construction is still using human hands and basic
technology. People want to keep the basic human
capabilities. This is why people come to BAM instead
of some course held at a
public Institute. Such as
these two students, they
probably took the course
in Korea which is satellite
school as BAM, but they
believe that they can get
real experience if they
come to Canada where
original BAM was located.
But we don't have one
here. I feel it is a very great
shame.

things to people.
I found that there are messages only can achieve with
time and work stack up. There are lot of place has lot of
log building in one location but most at duplication and
if the place does not developed carefully the place will
send wrong message. In North America, any good idea
and good will be accept, and I have no problem seeing
this Woodsmenʼs Village overflowing with people
getting together for many events.

(Allan) I know so.
(Dai) Allan, you gave me a mission to
go out and ﬁnd way to make better
use of BAM legacy. I would like to
have ﬁnal check with you.
(Allan) Sure, go ahead.
(Dai) First of all, I don't believe BAM
should not run by private operation.
It should be non profit as you
started. Main reason I don't think
private is because of stability of the
main body. If anything happen in
their business, all fall in same time.

ﬂow for BAM project.

(Allan) Yes and No. But if you believe so, go ahead, I will

(Allan) I don't have long time though.

support your idea.
(Dai) Yes, you do and you did a lot already. It is time for
(Dai) My main goal is to establish the system that BAM

you to pass on your work to others and make sure they

continues as long as people demands. It means that we

have started taking over correctly. Building method

need to have people take over the operation time to

has been modified and developed a lot. Though your

time, we need to have system that research the demand

original ideas are still in place and just need ﬁne tuning.

for calcuram time to time, we need to have income to

This will change as all the people try to make it better.

run the organization and we need to have solid right

But I do think you are the right person to say where to

project to work on all the time.

stop and why. I have no answer to this yet. I am seeking
the way to leave some source of idea that correct the

Then this is what I came up with. Woodsmen's Village

direction as time goes and I hope you are the one has

project. Basically, build village with logs that will be

the message for this. I would like to get more help on

use for all different applications and events such as

this.

conferences in different industry or study demand
but all to do with right thing, good things, especially
environmental things. As time goes by, I can see more
demand on nature related consideration. I don't see any
place suited to having environmental study because
most place has been built with some kind of impact on
nature. This is what I think log building industry need
to demonstrate. The project is big which means take
time, so it will give time for ILBA to organize, Project
has good meaning so more demand on this village will
occur as reputation grows that gives sustainable activity

Now, we are
moving toward
to sustainable

(Allan) Okay, Dai.
We had enough talk,
lets go out and make
it happen.

log school
for
log people

Please check www.logschool.ca for Woods Man's Village Project

